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10 October 2022
Dorothee Bohle
Introduction

17 October 2022 - on site -
Olga Burlyuk
(University of Amsterdam)
On Russia’s War Against Ukraine and Epistemic Imperialism

24 October 2022 - on site -
Yuliya Yurchenko
(University of Greenwich)
Ukraine, the World, and the Russo-Ukrainian War: Questions of Political Economy, Debt, Sovereignty

31 October 2022 - on site -
Alexander Astrov
(Central European University, Vienna)
“Who Are You Fighting For? It’s Not My Security”: The Global Stakes of the War in Ukraine

7 November 2022 - on site -
Ulrich Schneckener
(University of Osnabrueck)
Putin’s War Narratives, IR Theory and Germany’s Failed Russia Policy

14 November 2022 - on site -
Philipp Ther
(University of Vienna)
On Democracy in Ukraine: A European and Austrian History

21 November 2022 - on site -
Alexander Astrov
(Central European University, Vienna)
Text and Function in Putin’s Wartime Discourse: A Three-Level Analysis of Russian Political Culture

28 November 2022 - online -
Aida Hozić
(University of Florida)
Feminist Perspectives on the War in Ukraine

5 December 2022 - online -
Tatiana Zhurzhenko
(ZOIS, Berlin)
Politics of Memory in the Ukrainian-Russian Conflict

12 December 2022 - on site -
Hannes Meissner
(University of Applied Sciences, BFI Vienna)
Political and Economic Transformation in Ukraine

9 January 2023 - on site -
Christina Plank
(University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna)
Landgrabbing (Agrofoot)

16 January 2023 - online -
Inna Melnykovska
(Central European University, Vienna)
Firms and War: When Business Meets Geopolitics

23 January 2023
Dorothee Bohle
Wrap up